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Getting Out of Dawson
Coming to America
THE MISSION TODAY IS to get out of Dodge, which is turning out to be
infinitely more complicated than it sounds. Dodge would be a breeze
compared to what faces me this morning. Dodge City is in Kansas
after all. Think of steaks, tornado cellars, Dorothy and Toto. I, however, find myself in Dawson, Yukon Territory, Canada. I’m here
because Dawson is more or less on the way to Alaska, my ultimate
destination for this cross-country odyssey of exploration. I’m sharing it with my dad and a rather decrepit-looking Piper Arrow that I
have rented for the occasion.
Dawson has been nice for the day, or more accurately, the 17
hours that we have been here. Dad and I haven’t seen every tourist
site available in this town of a thousand people or so…but we’d seen
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most of them. It might have even been nice
for two days, but on this overcast, gloomy
morning, the charm of this town, practically on the Arctic Circle, is wearing thin
rather rapidly.
I’m not the kind of guy who can enjoy
himself when there are storm clouds brewing on the horizon, and I am finding that it is
much more difficult to leave Dawson than to
get here in the first place. And call me shallow, but I’ve grown rather accustomed to the
comforts of America. I like McDonald’s,
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Starbucks, and Applebee’s. I don’t travel
well, and here in Dawson, I’m on the outside trying to get back in.
The Yukon has only two towns of any
significance, Whitehorse and Dawson.
The day before, Dad and I had a pleasant
flight up from Whitehorse, pleasant in
that the weather was relatively nonthreatening and the terrain forgiving, but
today is not looking as if it’s going to be
quite so effortless.
Dawson sits on the shores of the
Klondike River a few hundred miles north
of Whitehorse and what seems like a
thousand miles from anywhere else. The
airport is a scratch of gravel about 9 miles
east of town set in a narrow mountain valley. It’s very picturesque from the ground,
but somewhat more problematic from the
left seat. Whoever dug the first shovel full
of earth for this airport must have really
wanted it to be here. One only has to go a
few more miles to the east to find a broad
river valley with any number of flat,
obstruction-free airport locations.
As it sits, the Dawson airport is
hemmed in by mountain ridges on both
sides, with the runway nestled in what
little valley lies in between. Landing in
either direction requires a very tight traffic pattern to keep within the confines of
the terrain. Fortunately, I have found that
it’s impossible to be too high on approach
in a Piper Arrow. Properly configured, it
naturally assumes the glide ratio of a falling anvil, allowing you to shoehorn it into
virtually any runway.
At 1,200 feet, the Dawson airport isn’t
all that high, but the terrain that must be
overcome to leave is rather daunting.
We’re not headed back to Whitehorse;
we’re going over the mountains to Alaska.
FOLLOWING THE
‘TOP OF THE WORLD HIGHWAY’

My plan is to eventually arrive in
Fairbanks, about a four-hour flight away.
We’ll be following the “Top of the World
Highway” to a small town across the border in Alaska with the unfortunate name
of “Chicken.” From there we’ll continue to
Tok, where we connect with the Alaska
Highway, and on into Fairbanks. In
Alaska, it is suggested that one follow the
highways to give you a place to land in the

event of an engine failure. I have more
reason to be concerned about such things
than most–sometimes, even two engines
are not enough.
Unlike the other roads up here that
have the sense to hug the valley floors, the
“Top of the World Highway” follows the
crest of a long mountain ridge. The ridge is
upwards of 6,500 feet or so, and our route
of flight takes us over 400 miles of nothing,
with few weather reporting stations. I’m
thinking at least a couple of thousand feet
clearance between the highway and the
overcast deck would be nice for a
Midwesterner like myself. Doing the math,
I need, at a minimum, a 7,000-foot overcast
deck reported at Dawson to make this
flight even remotely possible. I’m not
encouraged by this mental exercise as I
gaze out the hotel room window at the
oppressive gray clouds and mist.
One thing that really cannot be appreciated without experiencing it is the
absolute remoteness of this land. Being a
flatlander from Wisconsin, there is normally little that passes below my wings
that is truly wild. Up here, the impact of
man is insignificant, and the vastness of
the natural world can only be appreciated
by being here. The Yukon has only 34,000
people, but 21,000 of those people live in
the city of Whitehorse. The rest are scattered over a land larger than California.
It’s a land of great beauty and also great
isolation. Up here, you’re on your own.
In case things don’t go quite as
planned, we have survival equipment and
rations on board as required by the
Canadian government. We selected our
survival rations for their compactness, not
their variety. Should we have to put down,
Dad and I will have a rather limited diet of
granola bars and Saltine crackers until
rescue comes our way. For the sake of our
palates, we’ll hope such an eventuality
doesn’t come to pass.
In Canada, many uncontrolled airports
have what they call “mandatory frequencies” and a government employee to make
sure you use them. The mandatory frequency guy gives you traffic advisories,
but he’s not an air traffic controller. He
gives you the weather, but he’s not a
weather briefer, and he opens and closes
your flight plan, but he’s not a flight
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service specialist. I’m not really sure what
the guy is or isn’t, but he’s there, and you
have to talk to him or you’re in trouble.
After fueling the Arrow and searching
around a bit, I find that the mandatory frequency guy also rings up the gas sales. $2.12
Canadian per liter sounds insubstantial
enough until a quick calculation in my head
comes out to more than $8 a gallon U.S.!
Dawson is known as the home of the
Klondike Gold Rush. But apparently the new
currency of trade is avgas!
I think I have all the preliminaries taken
care of. Customs and Border Protection is
alerted in Fairbanks (not enough column
space in this entire magazine to tell you
what I think about them), VFR flight plan is
filed (required in Canada), and I think I have
the ceiling to at least begin this flight. Who
knows what it will look like 50 miles down
the road.
TAKEOFF T’S

The wind favors taking off up the valley
toward town. The valley intersects the
Klondike River at Dawson, forming a T with
mountain ridges on all sides. We’ll need to
clear the bar of the T to head out over the
highway. I have discovered that the Arrow is
much more enthusiastic about heading for
the barn than it is about actual flight, so I
hope I can gain altitude quickly enough to

clear the first ridge. If not, I’ll have to make a
90-degree turn and follow the Klondike river
valley to gain altitude and find someplace
wide enough downstream to turn around.
On takeoff roll, the tired Arrow assumes
its usual laggardly routine. The airplane
sluggishly accelerates down the gravel runway until it barely flirts with minimum
liftoff speed, whereupon it loses all interest
in further activity. As we roll along hoping
for some incremental increase in our forward motion, the only thing that seems to be
happening fast is the rapid approach of the
runway’s end. More derived from fear than
technique, I haul mightily on the yoke hoping by brute strength to will the Arrow into
the air. The T-tail elevator, the bane of Piper
owners everywhere, suddenly comes to life
as we lurch into the air with the stall warning blaring in our ears. In the Arrow, neither
takeoff nor landing is a particularly graceful
event. This is evidence in my mind of its firm
desire to be tied down on the ramp instead
of soaring amongst the clouds.
As the runway end disappears beneath
our wings, I snap up the landing gear and we
assume a rather listless climb. The longer I
fly the Arrow, the more I find myself delaying the actual gear retraction until I’m
certain that it is committed to flight.
Normally, that assurance isn’t felt until well
after liftoff and occasionally never at all.

Mandatory frequency guy offers to open
our flight plan and wishes us a good day. We
are on our own.
Surprisingly, the Arrow manages to pull
itself together long enough to clear the first
ridge west of the Klondike River. We fly out
over a mountainous land of natural beauty
so vast it cannot be described. A thread of
the gravel highway twists below following
the dictates of the spine of this serpentine
mountain range. The weather isn’t filling us
with hope, but it seems doable at the
moment. We’re about 1,000 feet over the
ridgeline highway, and the overcast deck is
1,000 feet or so above. Rain showers are evident, but they are widely scattered, and here
and there some low scud appears to be
attached to the mountain ridges. What it’s
going to look like for every mile of the next
400 or so is questionable.
The only real landmark in this uninhabited land is the narrow ribbon of a highway
I am trying to keep an eye on to the left of
the engine cowl. In Canada, they understand the importance of the highway as a
navigational marker by giving it a prominent representation on their sectional
charts. On U.S. sectionals, however, the
same highway is a wisp of a gray line that
sometimes disappears entirely. Is it a river, a
highway, a topographic line, or nothing at
all? Take your pick.
After 45 minutes or so of following this
mountain ridge, dodging rain showers, and
seeing only the occasional RV below braving
the highway, I spot a lonely outpost corresponding more or less to the U.S./Canadian
border. Customs! Welcome to America!
For no particular reason, I gain great
comfort at being back in the United States,
even though I still have 300 miles to go.
Eventually the clouds below will become
solid enough that I will have to give up all
this highway following nonsense and get an
IFR clearance to an almost minimums
approach into Fairbanks. But it feels good to
be home in the land of Arby’s and Walmart.
I wonder if they have a Starbucks down
there in Chicken?
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Dawson City is located at the confluence of the Yukon and Klondike rivers.
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the Hudson.
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